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The Saudi foreign policy has got great important 
for who deals with international affairs, it deals with 
politics events directly or indirectly; then its roll in 
most of the Arabic cases has showed clearly effected. 
Naturally the Saudi foreign policy interested in Arabic 
especially.   

The follower of the way to the development of 
Saudi politics to the age after the cold war towards 
Arabia ; find that it does not get away to the period 
that proceeded the cold war but continued to it. So the 
changes that happened to foreign and internal 
environments in last years of the 1980s and the 
beginning years of 1990s impost on the kingdom more 
interesting to the Arabian case. So at the time and 
after the gulf war the kingdom increased in power the 
military threat that the radical Iraqi regime was 
weaken another think the alliance with USA and the 
western that assured it the security. The vision that 
Saudi resemble towards the Arab – Israel conflict it is 
the dependent in the Arabic area. 

Although these good factors but they have 
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become threat resources, the protection that US gives 
to kingdom has it paid in the economics problems that 
the kingdom faced after the second Gulf war directly 
in (1993,1994,1995). 

In addition of failure every tries to put 
combination that leads the Arabian interactive in 90s. 

The accusation of terror and the events of 
eleventh of September 2001 made the kingdom acting 
politics roll more actively towards the Arabic area 
cases. 

The invitation of the prince Abdullah for peace 
2002 and to Syria to get back from Lebanon 2005 for 
that roll the appearance of Iran not only in Gulf but in 
Arabic as a competition. 

For the studying is enable to cover the important 
of the subject that it divided to introduction also two 
chapters the first search in variable effective the 
operation of making Saudi Arabia foreign policy . the 
second chapter studies the foreign policy behaviour 
towards Arabic area since the end of the cold 
war.(chosen Arabic issue). 

The studying get many productions towards that 
issues. 

In gulf side: 

The kingdom insist on the necessary of the 
American existence in the area as an equal element for 
Iranian threat with assurance to find guaranty for gulf 
safety beside of that it tried to reduce the nervous 
centres and unstable in area. This clearly showed in 
the solving all the problems about the geographical 
boundaries with neighbouring countries and refusing 
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that Iran have had the nuclear weapons. 

In Iraqi side: 

With the growing of the Iraqi – American crisis 
and what the year 2002 has witnessed by increasing 
American military side to Iraq. 

The kingdom refused the military powers against 
Iraq and declared that it wouldn't allow using its 
grounds for shooting Iraq after the fallen of the regime 
in April 2003 kingdom was the first to invite the Arab 
counties to meet at council for searching the Iraqi 
development with the increasing of murdering and 
emigration the kingdom in Iraq assured the 
dissatisfaction of what is happening in Iraq and invite 
the necessary of policy sharing and welcoming with 
the Mecca policy that aimed to stop the violence in 
Iraq. 

In the Palestinian side: 

The Palestinian case formed an essential side 
from the external Saudi politics interests and it one of 
its standard that called to find a peacefully solution for 
this case by the decision of the legal international it 
assured that each sides of struggle should take care of 
the decisions of Madrid council for Pease 1991. And 
what it has signed in Oslo agreement 1993, so it faced 
against the Israel by the Palestinian side by its 
government and its people and it showed great 
interest by the great roll in this case and the invitation 
of prince Abdullah for peace 2002 for reaching to 
quiet peace between Palestine and Israel. But when 
the struggle has increased between Fateh and Hamas 
the kingdom has called for conversation in Mecca to 
put down these bloody wars in Palestine. 
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In Lebanon side: 

From the principle of respect of the country the 
kingdom asked to get its army back from Lebanon 
lands and after the ex- president al- Hariry has been 
killed the kingdom asked to make international 
investigation to solve the problem. With the Israeli an 
attack for Lebanon in 2006 the kingdom called for 
stopping shooting although the criticisms that the 
kingdom put on Hizb Allah and its responsibility on 
what happened. 

In Yemen side: 

The kingdom insist in it refused position for 
entering Yemen to the cooperation gulf council 
nevertheless that Yemen announced that it transmit 
all obstacles that stand against of getting the 
membering.   

 

 


